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Coal
Statement of Principle
Recognizing that coal will remain the principa/juelfor electricity generation in the near term, Nova

Scotia will encourage the use of indigenous coal where environmentally and economically appropriate,

promote reclamation mining in lands previously disturbed by mining, and encourage develop~nt of

clean coal technologies.

Coal will continue to be a primary fuel source for North America and Nova Scotia in the foreseeable

future. The current coal-fired thermal plants in Nova Scotia have a remaining economic life of between 5

and 20 years, and it is economically preferable that they continue to operate for dIe duration of their

economic lives if this can be achieved in the context of environmental constraints. However, additional

coal-generating capacity will depend on the development of economically feasible and technically

efficient forms of clean coal technology that deal with concerns about both air pollutants and greenhouse

gas emissions.

Nova Scotia still has significant reserves of coal in the ground. Coal mining, when oone in an

environmentally responsible manner, can ~vide significant economic ~efits to the province and to the

communities near the resource. Nova Scotia will continue to support the development of indigenous

sources of coal where environmentally and economically feasible, and will encourage responsible surface

coal development projects, particularly those that assist in the reclamation of land affected by historical

mining.

Burning coal to produce electricity has environmental impacts. Technology can significantly reduce

the emission of some harmful substances, and development work is underway to ina'ease dte scope and

efficiency of these technologies. Nova Scotia will encourage and support research and development

rel~ to clean coal technologies that can lead to better environmental performance and increased cost

efficiency .
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Government Role and Responsibility

The province owns the coal resoun:es in Nova Sootia. It acts as promoter of the resource to the private

sector, maintains a groscience database and resident expertise in matters related to ooa1 groscience,

manages the exploration, development and mining of roal under a system of licences and leases, and

rollects royalties on ooa1 production, all under the authority of the Mineral Resoun:es Act. The province

aI~ regulates the environmental perfOmlance of (X)a\ mines through the Environment Act and matters

related to occupational health and safety in mines through the Occupational Health and Safety Act, with

the exception of the Cape Breton Development Corporation (CBDC) operations which are subject to

federal regulations for occupational health and safety.

The province has a role to play in helping to provide for the reclamation of lands disturbed by roal

mining, including enforcing reclamation, establishing and holding reclamation bonds, and eDCOw-aging
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reclamation mining, which can restore large tracts of land in Nova Scotia coalfields fi'Om an unsafe,

variably derelict state to a productive state that can benefit the community.

The federal and provincial governments share responsibility for environmental standards related to air

pollution through the Canadian Environmental Protection Act (fed«al) and the Environment Act

(provincial). The federal government also has responsibilities under international agreements, such as the

1991 Canada-U.S. Air Quality Agreement, the 1994 UN-ECE Second Sulphur Protoool, and the Kyoto

Protocol on climate change, as well as federal-provincial initiatives such as the Canada-wide Acid Rain

Strategy Post-2000. The federal government is moving toward national standards for most air pollutants

and is engaged with provinces and territories in a national process to detennine the COSts and benefits of

ratifying the Kyoto Protoool and implementing its provisions. The province has a role to ~rk with

-.oJ

Objectives

oosts.

To support the development of indigenous coal rources for use in Nova Sootj.a where eoonomically

feasible and environmentally appropriate.

To encourage land reclamation in present and fonner ooal mining areas through reclamation mining,

recovery of ooal from previously disturbtXI mine sites, and restoration ofdte land following removal

of the ooal.

To suPlXJrt the development of clean coal technology to enhance opportunities for coal use while

managing environmental impacts on the atmosphere.

.

.

.

Actions to Achieve Objectives

1001-2.005

. Work with Nova Sootia Power Inc. (NSPI) on its plans to meet environmental targets and on

establishing the role for indigenous coal in futw'C electricity generation in Nova Sootia.

. Work within the national climate change process to ensure that Nova Scotia's in~ with respect to

coal-fired thermal electrical generation are taken into account.

. Maintain an up--to-date, publicly available inventory of the province's coall'eSOW'ceS, including

available information on coal quality and parameters affecting its use and environmental impacts.

. Inform the public, through a public awareness campaign, of the value of coal mining and the

opportunities it presents for land reclamation in and around communities, and local economic

development. Ensure the orderly surrender of the CBDC mining lease.
J
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Establish a development plan for surface ooaJ in the Cape Breton coalfield and a process to licence or

lease the ooaJ ~urces to new private sector operators.

Work with CBDC to establish a reclamation plan for CBDC lands with environmental liabilities.

Work with NSPI and Nova Scotia universities to monitor the existing tcchoology and new

developments in clean coal technology, and opportunities for research and development in Nova

Scotia.

Provide research and development credits for clean coal technologies that address environmental

issues.

.

..
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2006-2010

Monitor research. and implement developments in clean coal technology.

Monitor developments in alternate or unconventional means of coal utilization (e.g. in situ

gasification).

Encourage indigenous coal production, including reclamation mining in previously disturbed lands.

..

.
Links to Energy Strategy Themes .

Developing clean coal technology, including methods to reduce ~ emissions, will aUow Nova Sootia to

meet environmental standards while continuing to maintain coal as a component in an increasingly

diverse energy mix, thereby helping to Secure our Future. Requiring any new coal-fired plants to use

clean coal technology to reduce emissions ofpoIlutan~ and greenhouse gases, and encouraging

reclamation mining to restore damaged lands to productive use and correct environmental problems

related to past mining pnictices, will help Improve the Environment. By encouraging development of

indigeoous coal resources, we provide for continuing economic opportunity for our coal mining areas and

reduce d1e export of jobs and RK)ney to offshore coal producers. In ooing these, we help to Power the

Economy.

Background
Nova Scotia's Coal Mining ladustry

Coal is the dominant fuel for electrical power generation in Nord1 America and in the world. It is an

abundant energy source, safe. often domestically produced, relatively stable in price, easily transported,

and widely distributed and available. It is a lower-cost energy SOUIU than any other fossil or nuclear fuel

alternative, and is thereby particularly suited for base-load power generation.

Coal mining is conducted in five provinces in Canada (British Columbia, Alberta. Saskatchewan,

New Brunswick and Nova Scotia), with a total annual production of75 million toMes (t). In 2000, Nova

Scotia produced approximately J. J million t, or J .5% of coal production in Canada. Coal is consumed in

tok)IIa Scotia'S. Energy Strategy 5



each of the five producing provinces; Ontario and Manitoba, which do not produce coal, a1so consume

significant quantities.

Nova Scotia's abundant coal resources have been used to fuel the industrial and ~nomic growth of

the province since coal mining started in Cape Breton in the 1720s. Between 1863 and 2000, more than

400 million t have been produced from the major coalfields of Nova Scotia which include:

. Sydney coalfield (Port Morien district, Glace Bay district, New Waterford district, Sydney Mines

district, New Campbellton district),. Inverness County coalfields (Port Hood, Mabou, Inverness, St. Rose-Chimney Comer),

. Pictou coalfield (Westville, Thorburn, Coalburn, Stellarton),

. Cumberland County coalfields (Springhill coalfield, Joggins-River Hebert coalfield),. Kemptown-Debert 0081 area,. Richmond County coal area, and

. Glengarry (Loch Lomond) coal area.

Between the early 19OOs and the mid 196Os, Nova Scotia's annual coal production was between 4 and

6 million t, reflecting a strong demand from robust iron and steel, transportation, and energy industries

within the province, as well as a significant coal export market Although traditional markets declined in

the 1960s, by the early 1970s a world oil crisis resulted in significant ina'Cases in fuel oil prices and

ralewed demand for coal. Concerns over the price and security of fuel supply for electrical power

generation in the province led the provincially owned electrical utility to construct new coal-fired power

generating plants, which provided increased roal markets for Nova Scotia's mining industry. The

developmmt of new mines in the Cape Breton coalfield (Prince, Lingan, Phalen) led to a sb"ong coal

supply in the province between 1975 and 1995. However, by the early 199Os, the original CBDC mines

had closed or were approaching the end of their planned ~nomic life. The oorporation's newest mine,

Phalen Colliery, experienced serious technical difficulties and eventually closed in 1999. In 2001 CBDC

announced that it would close its last remaining \mdeI"ground roal mine, Prince Colliery, by die end of the

year. These mine closures have resulted in a steady decline in the province's ooal production since 1995.

In 1996 NSPI started importing ooal to meet its fuel requirements, only the ~nd time in a century that

coal was imported into Nova Scotia.

Nova Scotia depends on coal to fuel approximately 80-/0 of its electricity generation. The value of

coal mining to the province in 1999 was $103.5 million and the industry provided appoximately 1,000

jobs. NSPI cunendy has the capacity to generate 1,238 MW from coal-fired generators in folD" locations

(Table I) that collectively represent an annual demand for about 2.8 million tom\es of coal. Coal

generators typically are considered to have a useful life of about 40 years, and capital costs are amortized

over this time period. The oldest units of the cun-ent NSPI coal generators have a remaining useful life of

about 5 years (Trenton 5); the youngest, approximately 30 years (Point Acorn).

J

J
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Table 1. NSPI ThennaJ Generation Capacities

Capacity (MW) .
Trenton #5 (coal) I 150 400,0000

Trenton #6 (coal) 1 155 430,000

Point Tupper #2 (coal) I 148 426,000

Point Aconi (coal) I 165 189,000 (coal)
(petroleum coke) 213,000 (coke
Lingan #1, 2, 3, 4 (coal) 4 620 1,663,000

Tufts Cove (heavy fuel oiUnaturaJ gas) 3 332 n/a

Total 1,228 (coal/coke) 3,108,000 (coal).
.213.000 (coke)

332 (HFO/gas)
.Coal consumption in 2000 was higher than normal (2.5-2.8 million t) due to high fuel oil costs to NSPI.

Nova Scotia's ooal industry currently comprises seven small-scale, privately owned surface mines

with a oombined annual production of 300,000-400,000 t The province's last underground coal mine,

Prince Mine, closed in November, 200] (Table 2).

Surface coal mines in Nova Scotia are typically small-scale operations. They provide jobs and

economic activity for the community in which they operate, as well as d1e opportunity to remediate and

reclaim lands that have previously been disturbed by mining. In many areas previous mining activities,

both legal and illegal, have left a legacy of mine openings, subsidence, waste that can produce acid

drainage, and abanOOned infrastrocture that render the land derelict In many historically mined 8fQS,

there is a coal resource remaining near the surface that can be recovered by small surface mines. When the

land is reclaimed after mining, this reclamation oon'ects not only the impacts of tile recent mine but also

the impacts of historical activities. Reclamation mining projects have die potential to reclaim large b'8cts

of land disturbed by historical coal mining, and because the reclamation is carried out by the operator as

part of the project cost, diere is little or no cost to the province or die municipality.

Coal Resou~

After 250 years of coal mining Nova Scotia still has significant indigenous coal resources that could be

developed by conventional mining methods to supply the provincial ooaI demand. Some of these

resources are identified in Table 3. This listing is not an exhaustive inventory. The largest single ooaI

resource remaining in the province that can be mined by underground methods is the Donkin resource. A

large number of available surface coal resources remain, many of which are in historically mined areas

and provide opportunities for ~lamation mining. Opportunities for ~Iamation mining are particularly

prevalent in the Sydney ooaIfield, most of them areas included in the CBDC mining lease. These

resources will return to the Crown when the corporation surrenders its lease, expected in late 200) or

2002.-J
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Table 2. Nova Scotia Coal Production, 200 I.

CBDC Prince Mine (closed Nov. underground colliery 1,500,000
2001)

Pioneer Coal Company Stellarton Mine rttlamation open pit 210,000
(and related companies)

Evans Mine rttlamation open pit 50,000

Coal bum Mine open pit 50,000

Thorburn rttlamation open pit final rttlam

Brogan Mining Limited Little Pond rttlamation open pit 50,000

Cape Crushing Limited Cape Cnlshing rttlamation open pit 24,000

Hill Reclamation Limited Springhill reclamation Railbed 14,000

j

J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J

*This

gasification, may in the future render feasible the development of coal resources that are too deep or of

too low a quality to be considered for conventional mining. These coal resouroes could also be

prospective for coal-bOO methane. In die event dtat new mining technologies are developed dtat can

exploit such resources, there are potentially much larger reserves in Nova Scotia than those summarized

in Table 3.

Royalty

Nova SooUa's royalty rate for coal, prescribed in section 174 of the Mineral ResoW1JeS Regulations

(SNSN 1990 c.1S) at SO.25/ton (SO.276/tonne), is dte second-lowest in Canada. The province also collects

revenue in the form of an annual mining lease rental fee, which mining companies pay for the privilege of

maintaining "exclusive right" to the lease area for some specified period of time (usually 20 years). The

mining lease rental rate in Nova Scotia is cun-ently set in the Mineral Resources Regulations at $SO/claim!

year (1 claim = 40 acres. or apJXOx. 16 ha).

EDviroamcDtallmpacts

The use of any hydrocarbon for power generation carries an environmental oost. Specifically, burning

ooaI produces emissions of sulphur dioxide (S~), particulates, nitrogen oxides (NOx), carbon dioxide

(COv, and trace metals that may include mercury, lead, and cadmium, depending on the composition of

the coal. S~ and NOx emissions contribute to acid rain, particulate matter and NOx contribute to smog,

and C~ is a greenhouse gas (GHG) believed to be a cause of global climate change. Trace metals

(mercury in particular), NOx, and particulates affect air quality and pose health concerns.



3. Selected Nova

Coal Resources Mining Method Status Reserves Sulphur Ash

(mUUon (approx. (approx.
tonnes) %) %)

Prince Colliery Underground inactive, CBDC 15 3.5 12
(point Aconi)
Donkin Resource Block Underground inactive, ~urce >200 4.5 12

available
Sydney Coal Field Surface 2 active, resource 11.5 3-6 8.18

(reclamation) available
Pictou Coal Field Surface 2 active, 1 complete 53 0.8-3 12-30

(reclamation) resource available
Western Cape Breton Surface inactive 1.2 1-7 6-15

(reclamation)
Springhill Coal Surface inactive, resource >2 1-3 10-15

(reclamation) available
Total undergro\U1d >215

Total surface >20

The GHG emissions issue is currently being ~ by Canada's National Climate Change

Process, by which the Canadian federal and provincial governments are assessing the opportunities and

oosts of ratifying the Kyoto Protocol. There are two opportwlities for the release of GHG during the ooaI

cycle: methane trapped in ooaI can be released to the atmospha'e during mining. and burning coal emits

C~. The oontinued use of coal for electricity gmeration may be affected by any steps that Canada

eventually takes to address global climate change, or by any fiscal instruments that are enacred nationally

to encow-age GHG emission reductions.

Coal mining can create environmental benefits, including site reclamation and positive socio-

economic impacts. It can also cause negative environmental impacts, including changes to surface water

and groundwateJ', tenestrial and aquatic habitat loss, air pollution, noise pollution, and an:haeological

im.-cts. These environmental impacts can be minimized through proper planning and design.

OeaD Coal TechDoiogy

Coal acoounts for 3SO/o of the electricity generated ~dwide (more d1an double any other single fuel

soun:e) and more than half(56%) of the electricity generated in the United States. a figure that has

remained fairly oonsistent over the last five years. Recent reports &om the U.S. Department of Energy

(DOE) suggest d1at by 2020 the United States may oonsume about 22% more ooal than today. The

recently released U.S. energy strategy includes the oonstroction of 1,900 new power plants. many of

which wi" be fired by coal.

The resurgence in ooal generation in the United States, and die expected oontinued increase in

demand for coal ~rldwide, is expected to enoourage research and development of clean ooal

technologies. "Clean coal technology" is defined by d1e World Coal Institute as '"technology designed to

enhance both the efficiency and environmental aa:eptability of ooal extraction. preparation and use."

Coal Reserves Suitable for Conventional Mining.Scotia

~ Sc~ia's ~ Energy Strategy 9



development stages.

The scope of research into clean ooaI technology is worldwide and substantial. The U.S. DOE has

leveragQi funding of over OS$5.3 billion for research into clean coal technology in the last 15 years, and

the recent American energy strategy commits a further $2 billion in funding over the next 10 years. Clean

~ technology research programs are prominently featured 81 a number of universities, and many

developed countries that include coal in their energy mix sponsor clean coal technology programs.

Industry associ81ions also recognize the need for new clean ~ toohnologies and are sponsoring research

and development to improve existing technologies and develop new methods for meeting the

environmental challenges ofbuming coal.

In general there are three types of op(X>rtunities for reducing emissions from conventional coal-fired

generating plants:

. pre-combustion (e.g. using low-impurity coal and b'eating ooaI to ranove sulphur, moisture. ash, and

other impurities),

. combustion (e.g. high-efficimcy b~ and low-NOs burners reduce emissions dwing combustion),

and '.. post-combustion (e.g. flu gas treatment using sulphur scrubbers or electrostatic precipitators to

contain particulates).

Flue gas treatmmt methods and cleana- combustion technology have IQi to the substantial reduction

of emissions from coal-fi~ po~ generation in the last 30 years. In the United States emissions of 802

have been reduced by 400/0 since 1970, even as coal consumption triplQi. The unit emissions of sulphur

pollutants have been reduced by more than 80-10. This has been achievQi by burning low-sulphur coals,

using scnIb~ to relIKlve sulphur from the stack (flue-gas desulphurimtion), and illa'easing generating

unit efficiency. Emission of particulates and other gases d1at affect air quality has aI~ been ~uced

substantially.

The electricity generation industry has made significant gains in efficiency, which ~uce the quantity

of ooaI required to produce a unit of power, and consequently ~uce emissions. Most of today's power

plants burn pulverized coal, and achieve 33-380/0 thermal efficiency. Recently developed closed-cycle

IX'OCCSSe8 recov~ heat previously lost in exhaust gases and can increase efficiency to the 45% range.

Generating unit designs using supercritical stearn temperature technologies operate 81 efficiencies in the

42-45% range. In the future, the use of new advanced materials in ~-fired generating plants may enable

efficiencies up to 55%.

Along with treatment metlK>ds to control emissions of conventional coal-fired plants, advanced coal

combustion technologies have been developed. Fluidized-bed combustion, for example, in which the coal

is mixQi with a ~rbent (usually limestone dust) prior to combustion in a bed fluidized on a stream of hot

air, is the method used by the N8PI Point Aconi plant. Another promising technology is Integrated Coal

Gasification Closaf Cycle (IOCC), in which the coal is turned into a gas (syngas), which is combusted in

10 Seizing the Oppoltunity



a gas turbine. Heat is recovered from the gas turbine exhaust gas and used in a steam turbine generator,

thus forming a combined cycle. The IGCC process substantially redu~ emissions and operates at higher

efficiency (approaching 45%) than typical pulverized-<:oal generating plants. Advances in gas turbine

~nologies have the (X>tential to inaease efficiency to levels above 50%. There are three commercial-

scale IGCC demonstration plants now operating in the United States and four in Europe.

Research is also underway into the development of a closed cycle coal-roal gas hybrid system, in

which the residual "char" after gasification of the coal is burned to produce steam. Efficiencies of over

500/0 may be achievable using this technology.

Significant research is being carried out to reduce greenhouse gas emissions fi'Om coal combustion.

Increasing the thermal efficiency substantially reduces ~ emissions (an increase fi'Om 35% to 45% in

thermal efficiency can typically reduce C~ emissions by 20-30%). Alternatives for reducing greenhouse

gas emissions include capturing and storing ~ emissions fi'Om coal-fired generating stations and

sequestering the gas, for example in goological formations.

Gasification of coal may eventually provide a so~ of hydrogen for fuel cell applications. As well,

there has been some work done on in situ gasification of coal. primarily in Russia where the method is

successfully employed. This may ultimately provide a m~ of recovering coal resources that are either

too deep or too low quality to be recovered by conventional mining methods.

One interesting research program is the Zero Emission Coal Plant CWTently being resQrdJed by the

Los Alamos National Laboratory and dte Zero Emission Coal Alliance. The process involves the

anaerobic production of hydrogen gas from a coaI/water sluny, the hydrogen then being used to produce

electricity in a solid oxide fuel cell. Excess CO2 is captured and sequestered. Mercury, lead, arsenic, and

cadmium are of concern in coal-fired flue-gas emissions. Concentrations of these and other metals vary

substantially by coal seam and by coalfield. Electrostatic precipitators can recover over 95% of cadmium

and arsenic. but are I~ effective for mercury. Falxic filters (baghou~) are effective in controlling some

trace metals, particularly when sorbents arc used. Wet scrubbers, in combination with sorbentS, can also

be effective in mercury capture. Cleaning coal before burning can also reduce the emissions of heavy

metals.

J

J

The installation of clean ooal technologies to reduce emissions and improve efficiency generally

oomes at a ~ce: additional operating and/or capital costs. These oosts may limit the use of the

technologies in applications where cleaner burning fuels such as natural gas are available at a oompetitive

cost. There will always be a b'8de-off~ cost and emissions; however, expectations are that the next

gmeration of clean coal po~r plants will oost significantly less than the early pioneers and. depending on

the oost of other energy sources, the application of even the more expensive clean ooal technologies may

be economically viable.

Public Advice
Nova Scotians are aware of the importance of coal to our economy. The majority of respondents to

tCwa Scotia's ~ Energy Strategy II



questions about the future of coal in Nova Scotia's energy mix expressed the opinion that coal is still a

competitive alternative to other fuel sources and that as long as environmental standards can be met, coal

should remain part of the province's energy mix. Arguments included the desirability of maintaining a

diversity of mergy sources and the need to keep electricity costs stable. Many respondents also felt that

we should attempt to maximize the use of local coal reso~ and look for alternative methods of using

coal-as a source of coalbed methane for example. The importance of research and development in the

field of clean coal technology was emphasized.

A number of respondents and submissions were not in favour of the continued use of coal to generate

electricity, mainly because of the impacts of coal burning widt respect to air pollution and greenhouse gas

emissions. They pointed out that if one considers fulllife-cycle environmental and health costs, then coal

may not be the most economic fuel.

J

J

Analysis
Worldwide, coal is by far the most abundant ~ of fossil-fuel energy. Proven global ooaI resources are

widely dispersed geographically, and are estimated to hold more than 200 years' reserves at present

production rates. In contrast, some 70% of oil and gas reserves are in the Middle f.ast and the fom1er

Soviet Union, and can provide 45 to 60 years at current production Btes. Coal prices are typically among

the lowest of hydrocarbon fuels, and the widespread and abundant coal reserves provide for both price

stability and long-term price efficiency.

J

Clean Coal Technology

Coal is likely to be a fuel of choice in many parts of the world for the fo~le future, and it will

continue to present significant environmental challen~es for the planet. Reoognizing the imlX>rtance of

coal to future energy needs, many countries have initiated measures to mitigate the environmental impacts

by investing significantly in clean coal technology. Clean coal technology may be particularly important

to Nova Scotia, because of the relatively high sulphur contents of some of our coal. and the possibility of

future requirements to ~ greenhouse gas emissions ftorn electricity generation. Application of clean

coal teclmology could potentially allow indigenous fuel sources to continue to contribute to our energy

future. Generating at least some of our electricity fJ'Om coal-fired plants will contribute to the diversity

and overall price efficiency of our generation sources.

The downside of implemmting clean coal technology at present is cost and, in some cases,

incomplete technology development. Installing new clean coal technology on an existing plant can

represent a significant capital investmmt in a plant that may have a limited life span. In Nova Scotia.

additional capital costs \\Uuld have to be recovered through the utility's rate base, putting upward pressure

on the price of electricity.

It is recognized that techrK>logica1 solutions for one problem can exacerbate another. For example,

installing 802 scrubbers in a plant such as Lingan may decrease the overall efficiency of the unit, thereby

!
.,..J
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increasing CO2 emissions. Current action to reduce S~ emissions in such a facility might, therefore,

conflict with futw-e actions to reduce C~ emissions, IX>tentially stranding the costs of the S~ scrubbers,

with attendant overall cost to the utility and, eventually, to consumers.

Technology to clean up the IX>lIutants is available and, though currently expensive, likely to become

cheaper as the technology finds ina-easingiy wider application. For example, the Point Aconi plant is a

fluidized-bed unit that can bum high-sulphur fuel with minimal S~ emissions. Clean coal technology is

currently the subject of intensive research and testing, particularly in the United States, Japan, and Europe,

and several large plants are Wlder construction. However, technology to capture and sequester the

greenhouse gasses is not as advanced, and economic solutions to the release of GHG are probably still

some distance in the future. Proven, cost-rompetitive tectmology will be required to address all air issues

related to coal-fired genemion, both pollutants and GHG. For Nova Scotia to meet its environmental

goals, new coal-fired generation in the province will require such technology.

-J

-'

Alternatives

The most economically efficient option for die existing coal-fired generation plants is to allow them to

operate to the end ofdieir ecooomic life cycle. Early retirement of any co.aI-fired unit would result in

stranded costs, the magnitude of which would depend on the size of the unit and the length of its

remaining life. Any such action would also ~uire early capital costs for construction of new generation

capacity to replace the lost units. Adding diese costs to die utility's rate base would translate into upward

pressure on electricity rates. Similarly, converting coal-fired units to alternative fuels such as natural gas

would be bodi capital intensive and potentially more expensive with respect to the fuel source. Natural gas

is most competitive when it is used in specially designed and built combined-cycle plants rather than

converted coal plants. Therefore, even a Staged and planned move from coal to natural gas would result in

additional costs rather than savings to ena"gy consumers.

Nonetheless, action is required with respa:t to air emissions from coal-fired thermal plants. The

measures in the energy strategy will make a real diff~ce to our environmental performance, providing a

clear signal that Nova Scotia takes its responsibilities seriously and expects odier jurisdictions to do the

same. The targets can be met without forcing either early closure or major new capital expenditures on the

utility. Reductions in air contaminants can be accomplished by a combination of switdting to cleaner-

burning gas where feasible and using imported coal that contains less sulphur and generates lower levels

of air contaminants than many indigenous coals.

The principal uncertainty in this scenario is die national climate change process which may mandate

actions to meet national greenhouse gas emission-reduction targets. Any actions to reduce GHG in Nova

Scotia will necessarily involve significant changes to the way we generate our electricity. Any steps that

the federal government takes to reduce GHG emissions nationally will certainly affect the Nova Scotia

economy, because generation of electricity by coal burning is a significant emitter of GHG. It is critical

that the province continue to work within the national climate change process to ensure that the burden of

I

J

J
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national targets for GHO reductions is shared fairly across jurisdictions. and that Nova Scotia's interests

are protected in any such process. Actions to reduce OHG emissions should, if possible, be staged so as to

take full advantage of the natum1 economic cycle of the CWTent coal-fired generation plants and, to the

extent possible, minimize upwlD'd ~ on utility electricity rates.

;

Research aDd Development

Nova Scotia is unlikely to be a major player on the global stage of clean coal technology. However, any

long-term future for ooaI in the Nova ~tia electricity industry, particularly new investment in coal

generation (whether re-powering of existing generators or construction of new capacity), will depend on

the development and implementation of appropriate technology to allow the industry overall to meet the

province's economic and environmental goals. In the short term, the province should develop and support

a capability in targeted researclt areas that can contribute to the development of these technologies.

particularly areas that can directly benefit Nova Sootia. This could be done through making use of existing

expertise in Nova Scotia universities. SUPpor1ed by fMlblic and private sector partnering. and incentives for

clean coal research and development. In the longer term. the province must continue to monitor

environmental goals. To ensure opportunities to maintain coal as part ora diverse energy mix, our longer-

tam goals must allow for d1e flexibility to incorporate new tedmology when it is environmentally and

eoooomically feasible.

Indigenous Co.1

Until fairly recently, Nova Scotia was self-sufficient in coal. This is no longer the case. Nonetheless, there

are still opportunities for coal mining to contribute to the province's economy and to community

development over the short and m~um terms. Environmental targets should not be relaxed in favour of

indigenous coal, nor should government financially support non-economic mining operations. However,

where coal mining can provide a net benefit to the province and to the communities where it occurs, and

where it is economically feasible and environmentally appropriate, the province will facilitate business

opportunities in this ~r.

An important factor in planning for the optimum utilization of the coal resource in the province is

knowledge of its extent, quality, and characteristics. The province already has developed a significant

gooscience database and in-house expertise on its coal resources. This datal>ase will be maintained,

enhanced where necessary, put in digital format to the extent practical, and made available to any member

of the public who requires information on the province's coal resources.

A second important factor is public acceptance of the continuation ora coal mining sector in Nova

Scoria. The general public and community development agencies should be aware of the opportunities and

benefits offered by coal mining. To this end, the province will renew public education and awareness

initiatives.
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Any future 0061 mining industry needs a regulatory regime that is fair, efficient, and non-

discriminatory. The Department of Natural Resources already \\QrXs cooperatively with the Department

of Environment and Labour through the one-window process to expedite the p~ing of permits for

mining operations. Government will continue to try to find ways to ensure that the regulatory regime

meets the needs of industry, while protecting the environment and the safety of workers and the general

public. The province has a role in this process to address public ooncerns with unbiased advice and

technical information.

Probably the most significant opportunity for change in the mining sector will occur when the CBDC

mining leases are SUn'endered to the province, expected in late 200 I or 2002. One significant remaining

ooal resource remains that can be mined by underground methods (dte Donkin Block) and a number of

ooal seams oould be recov~ through surface mining. The province will develop a strategic plan and

manage d1e process by which exploration licences and mining leases for the former CBDC Ian~ can be

granted. The plan will aim for maximum utilization of the remaining resource.

With the cessation of ~ns by CBDC, significant environmental liabilities will remain

throughout the ooaIfield. The proVince is determined that CBDC and the federal government address dtese

liabilities as I:8lt of their closure ofCBDC operations. The parties have I>.een meeting to reach agreement

on which sites require remediation, and the extent ofCBDC's responsibility. The province will continue to

work to ensure that remediation of these lan~ is oone (XUperiy, and to standards acceptable to d1e

province.

Nova Scotia ooal producers currently pay among the lowest coal royalties in Canada. In a national

oontext, there is room for increasing coal royalties to a level that \\Quid give the province a return on the

resource in line with other (XUvinces. lna-easing coal royalties to levels Cun'ently in place in Alberta and

British Columbia (i.e., doubling the current Nova Scotia rate) would result in a net increase in revenue to

d1e province of about $75,000 at anticipated (2002) JXoduction rates. Increasing them to oomparable

levels for Saskatchewan (quadrupling the Nova Scotia rate) would increase revenue by 8OOut $225,000.

It is recognized that roost ooal mined in Nova Scotia is sold to NSPI for electricity generation and

increases in royalties can be passeAi on to the utility. Because the Utility and Review Board has

traditionally oonsidered such costs to be valid components of the utility's rate base, significant extra

royalties on ooaI oould result in upward JX'esSure on electricity rates. As well, 811 increase in d1e royalty

rate for domestic coal might result in a price disadvantage compared with imported coal, which currently

supplies about half of Nova Scotia's demand. The higher royalties oould rebJm significant revenue to the

province. If a significant ooal industry with export potential develops, this (XJlicy should be reconsidered.

The legacy of 250 years of coal mining in Nova Scotia includes a large number of sites that have

been left in a non-productive state following cessation of mining. In some cases, the land is not only

derelict but hazardous, as a result of openings. acid-generating or metaJ-bearing waste, and near-surface

subsidence. Whether legal or "bootleg" many operations have left land that cannot be used productively

in its present state. There are now good examples of surface mining, where a company has recovered a
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remaining coal resource and in the process of reclaiming the land after mining, has returned derelict land

to a productive state. This is a good model for environmentaJ remediation. Everyone gains: the operator is

able to recover a ooal resource that ~uld otherwise not oontribute to the province's and the oommunity's

benefit, with 8C(X)mpanying direct and indirect jobs and spin-off economic activity; the oommunity gets

newly productive land and is relieved of the liability of potential hazards; and government gets royalties

for the recovered mineral.

The province encourages reclamation mining, will facilitate this activity where economically,

socially, and environmentally appropriate, and will consider reclamation potential as a determinant when

processing tenders for coal resources in the province.
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